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High-spin states have been investigated with the "Sr('Li,3n)"Nb reaction by y-y coincidence, y-ray angular
distribution, and pulsed beam-y timing measurements with Ge(Li) detectors. Decay schemes, level energies,
and spin-parity information were obtained for 'Nb from the data. The positive-parity yrast level sequence was

established up to a 13+ state at 3326 keV. An 11 isomeric level at 2203 keV was found and observed to have

a mean lifetime of v = 241~5 nsec. The g factor of this isomer was measured to be g = 0.88 +0.03. The
observed properties of levels in 'Nb are compared with shell-model calculations.

~CLEAR REACTIONS Sr( Li, 3n), E&i = 34 MeV; measured y-y coin, y(E, e, t),
spin rotation in B= 11.2 kG; deduced level scheme in Nb, y multipolarities,

T&~2,J~, g factor. Natural target, Ge(Li) detectors.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reactions with 'Li and 'Li on the semimagic nu-
cleus "Sr (Z = 38,N = 50) have been used to investi-
gate high-spin states in the neighboring nuclei,
which have simple shell-model configurations. The
results and comparisons with theory for "Nb, "Zr,
and "Zr have been presented previously. "' In this
paper, the results for "Nb (2 =41,N =51) studied
with the "Sr('Li, 3n) reaction are presented. High-
spin states up to -4 MeV have been found including
an isomeric J' = 1l level at 2203 keV for which the
lifetime and g factor were measured. A prelimi-
nary report on a portion of these results has been
made. '

The study of odd-odd nuclei is most important for
determining the effective proton-neutron residual
interaction. In the case of "Nb, the six positive
parity and two negative parity levels' below 500
keV are interpreted in zeroth order as the
(vlg, &,)(v2d, ») and (v2P, ~,)(v2d, &,) multiplets, re-
spectively. These levels should have relatively
pure configurations because of the large energy gap
above them. The "Nb states involving the high-
spin three-proton configurations, (wig, &,)' and

(wig, &,)'(v2P», ), of "Nb (Ref. 1) coupled to the odd
valence neutron (v2d, &,) have not been previously
observed; the maximum J' values allowed are 13'
and 11, respectively.

Much experimental information has been obtained
for high-spin states in even-even and even-odd nu-
clei in this mass region, but very little- has been
previously reported for the yrast levels of odd-odd
nuclei. Odd-odd nuclei, which have large level
densities, have been difficult to study with light-
ion reactions because of the complex level popula-
tion. For heavy-ion reactions, which have a selec-
tivity for populating only yrast states, the situation

is different. The number of levels strongly popula-
ted in "Nb by the "Sr('Li, 3n) reaction was ap-
proximately the same as the number by similar re-
actions in the neighboring odd-even nuclei, "Nb
and "Zr '

Previous experiments regarding "Nb prior to
1972 are summarized in Nuclear Data Sheets. '
More recently "Nb has been studied with the (P, ny)
and (n, ny) reactions. ' In all of these previous
studies, no spin assignment higher than that of the
ground state spin of 7' was reported, and hence
they have little overlap with the present experi-
ment.

The experimental techniques used in the present
measurements are briefly described in Sec. II;
they have been discussed in more detail in Ref. 1.
The experimental results for the "Nb yrast decay
are presented in Sec. III, and the comparison with
shell-model theory is discussed in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Levels in "Nb were populated via the fusion-
evaporation reaction "Sr('Li, 3n). For most of the
measurements, a 34-MeV 'Li(3') beam, obtained
from the Stony Brook FN tandem Van de Graaff ac-
celerator, was incident on a thick natural Sr metal
target (82.6% 8'Sr) which stopped the beam. The
beam energy was selected on the basis of y-ray ex-
citation measurements. Deexcitation y rays were
detected using both large volume Ge(Li) detectors
for y rays with 100 keV &E„&3MeV, and a small
planar intrinsic Ge detector for y rays with 20 keV
&E„&200keV; typical energy resolutions were
2.5-3 keV full width at half maximum (FWHM) at
1332 keV, and 0.5 keV at 122 keV, respectively.
Three types of experiments were carried out: (1)
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y-y coincidence, (3) y-ray angular distribution,
and (3) pulsed-beam-y timing measurements.

Because of the complex nature of the y-ray spec-
tra from these reactions involving several residual
nuclei, y-y coincidence measurements with a
Ge(Li)-Ge(Li) detector combination were required
to identify the y-ray cascades. To obtain informa-
tion on the spins of the levels and the y-ray multi-
polarities as well as the y-ray intensities I„, y-ray
angular distributions were measured in singles at
seven angles between 0 and 90 . The photopeak
areas were extracted and fitted to W(8) =f„(1+A, P,
+ A~P, ), where the P„are the Legendre polynomi-
als. Spin assignments were obtained from W(8),
lifetime, and I„results. Finally, the observation
of delayed y rays with pulsed-beam timing allows
the location of isomeric states and the study of
their decay modes. Pulsed-beam measurements
using the Ge(Li) and planar Ge detectors with over-
all time resolutions of -8 nsec FTHM were made
with pulse repetition periods of 500 nsec and 1

p,sec.

III. RESULTS

tensities of y rays from the 'Li and 'Li reactions
on 8 Sr at 34 Me&. In the Lj + 8 Sr reaction at 34
MeV, it was observed that the cross section was
peaked for the evaporation of three neutrons (3n)
leading to "Nb, as expected from theoretical esti-
mates, ' and that the ratio of the 3n to the p2n cross
sections was about 3 to 1. It is then estimated that,
in the 'Li+ "Sr reaction at 34 MeV, the 3n evapo-
ration leading to "Nb and the Sn to p2n cross-sec-
tion ratio should have similar characteristics.
From these considerations, a coincident set of y
rays which are the strongest y rays appearing in

the 'Li+ "Sr reaction are assigned to "Nb. Two
new y rays, as well as the previously known 501-

(l2, I3)

I3+ Ir

2998

TABLE I. Results of y-y coincidence measurements
for Nb y rays.

y ray in gate
(kev)

Coincident y rays ~'b

(keV)

116
123
142
148
150
163
194
328
471

501
711
763

1444
2087
2287

(598), (1066), 2087
357
328, 501, (511),763, 1129( ~Zr), (2087)

194,328, 471, (511),763, (1066), (1553),2087

919, (-1030),-1082
603, 1791( Nb)

148, (471),501, (511),711,763, 2087, 2287
148, 317, 328, 344, 711,763, 777, 934,

1239, 1658 2087
116,142, 148, (511),1444, (1586)
328, 47 1, 2287
(142), 148, 328, 471, 501, 2087
(96), (202), 501
116, f48, 328, 47 1,763
328, 356( INb), 711,819( Nb)

The singles y-ray spectrum from the reactions
induced by a 34-MeV 'Li beam and thick natural Sr
metal target is shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. 2. The y
rays belonging to "Nb were identified by their ex-
citation function as well as a comparison of the in-
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FIG. 1. The decay scheme for ~2Nb high-spin levels
from the present work. The tentative levels from the
present work at 1309, 1420, and 1472 keV are not in-
cluded. The non-yrast levels below 501 keV are from
Refs. 4—6.
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TABLE II. Properties of y rays assigned to transitions in Nb from the Sr( Li, 3n) reaction.

E
0 eV)

Intensity (%)
(relative to 2087 keV) A4

Transition assignment
E; (keV)-E, (keV) J;—Jg

90.2 +0.2
115.8 +0.2
122.5 +0.2
142.2+ 0.2
148.2 ~0.2
149.9+0.2
163.8 + 0.2
194.4 a 0.2
254 +1
327.7 + 0.2
357 +1
471+1
501.0 ~ 0.3
711.1 +0.2
762.5+ 0.2

1444.5 + 1.0
1586.4 +1.0
1945 +1
2087.4 + 0.4
2287.2 +1.0

Doublet
18
Doublet
3a, b

44
22'
20
Doublet
Weak
43
Doublet
Doublet
41
20
36
5b

Weak
~10 (doublet)
100
-40 (doublet)

0.28 +0.02 -0.04 +0.03

—0.21 +0.02

—0.17 +0.03

0.02 +0.02

0.04 +0.03

0.35+0.01
(0.21 + 0.03

-0.10+0.01
-0.04 ~0.04)

-0.02+ 0.03
0.33 ~0.04

—0.20 +0.01

-0.04+ 0.03
-0.11 + 0.05
—0.00+0.02

0.083 + 0.015 —0.128 + 0.016
(0.30 + O. 02 —0.06 + 0.02)

226 —135
2203 —2087
481—358

2087 —1946
2235 —2087

286 135
390 226
481 286
390—135

3326—2998
358 0

3797—3326
501—0

2998—2287
2998—2235
1946—501
2087 —501
(1946- 0
2087 0
2287 0

2

11—
4+

9
10(-)

3+

3
4+

3
13'

5+

(12, 13)
6'—

1 1+

11'—
7
9
7
9
9+

2'
9
5+

9
2'
2
3+

2'
11'
7+

13'
7+

9+

10(-)
6'
6'
7+)

7+

Intensities at 90 observed with the intrinsic Ge detector (Fig. 3) relative to the integrated intensity of the 148.2
+ 149.9-keV y rays observed with the Ge(Li) detector.

"The branching ratios shown in Fig. 1 involving these transitions were obtained from the delayed intensities at 90' of
the 1444-, 1586-, and 2087-keV transitions corrected for the expected angular distributions.

A6 ——0.111+0.019.
The angular distribution coefficients here are for the sum of the 2287-keV Nb and 2291-keV 'Nb y rays. However,

the fact that the line shape for these two y rays remains the same at all angles indicates that these coefficients are
valid for both y rays.

keV y ray, represent transitions to the "Nb ground
state. With these assignments together with pre-
viously established y-ray transitions to the ground
states of other nuclei in this region, the relative
population yields determined from ground-state
transitions were "Nb(11), "Y(7), "Nb(6), "Zr(3),
'OZr(2), ' Y(2), "Zr(1), and "Y(1). Our results
for "Zr have been previously reported. '

A summary of the properties of y-ray transitions
assigned to "Nb is given in Table I and the deduced
"Nb level scheme is shown in Fig. 1. A list of the
y-y coincidence results is given in Table II; the
coincidence spectra for the principle 'Nb y rays
are shown in Fig. 2. The prompt decay scheme
based on the angular distribution and coincidence
measurements is discussed in Sec. IIIA.

The delayed y-ray measurements established an
isomeric 11 level at 2203 keV (v=241+5 nsec)
which decays via an 11 -9 -7' ground state (g.s.)
cascade. The delayed y spectra for low energy y
rays observed with a planar intrinsic Qe detector
are shown in Fig. 3. The isomeric decay, inclu-
ding the g-factor measurement for the 11 level, is
discussed in Sec. III B.

A. Prompt decay

The dominant decay pattern obtained from the y-
y coincidence measurements and singles intensities
consists of two y-ray cascades to the 7 ground
state both originating with a 328-keV y ray (see
Fig. 1). The angula. r distribution coefficients for
the y rays in the 328-711-2287 cascade are all very
similar withA, =0.3 and A, =-0.1, which is the
signature of a stretched L =2 cascade. This infor-
mation together with the prompt lifetimes and reg-
ularly decreasing intensities of the cascade y rays
strongly suggest spin assignments of 9', 1l', and
13' for the 2287-, 2998-, and 3326-keV levels, re-
spec tively.

The second cascade to the ground state involves
the 328, 763, 148, and 2087 keV y rays. In order
to fit the angular distribution of the 2087 ke7 y ray
a P, (cose) term wa. s needed (X'= 9.2 without and X'
= 1.3 with this term) which indica. tes a. strong L =3
component in this transition. The only likely pos-
sibilities for this prompt (r~ 10 nsec) transition
are 10 -7' or 9 -7'. The angular distribution
can be fitted only with a 9 -7' assignment for a
mixing ratio 6(E3/M2) = 11 +2 and a Gaussian width
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for the population parameters of the initial state'
c= 2.35 +0.20. This value of 0 is consistent with
the value o= 2.8 needed for the angular distribu-
tions of the pure E1 and E2 transitions.

The 763- and 148-keV y rays, which form a cas-
cade between the 2998-keV 11' and 2087-keV 9
levels via an intermediate level at 2235 keV, have
stretched dipole angular distributions, A, = -0.2
and A4=0. This leads to a spin assignment of 8
=10 for the 2235-keV level. A negative parity for
this level is suggested by the fact that the competi-
tion between the 11'-9' and 11'-10 branches is
consistent with typical E2 enhancements compared
to El hindrances in the mass-90 region; I'(E2)/
I'(El) =CE„'(E2)/E„'(El) has empirical values of

C = 1-100 MeV ' compared vrith the Vfeisskopf esti-
mate of C =1.4 & 10 ' MeV '. A 10' assignment
would require that both the M1 and E2 components
of a 11'-10' transition be hindered, however, the
positive parity assignment cannot be ruled out on
this basis.

A Weak 471-keV p ray ls ln colncldence with the

y rays in t;he strong cascades discussed above and
hence most probably represents feeding of the
3M2-keV level by a non-yrast level at 3797 keV.
The 471-keV y-ray peak must be a doublet since it
is in coincidence with other y rays which cannot be
in "Nb as they also appear in the "Sr+'Li data
(the dominant "Nb y rays do not appear with any
significant intensity in the "Sr+'Li reaction).

Sr+ Li y-y COINCIDENCE

~4IIIt

E„(heV)

IO TOTAL GATE

~j

328 GATE

50l GATE

I444 ~(l586)

7ll GATE

765 GATE

2087 GATE

l48 765

300. 50l+
200 g4 (471)~(511)

200
I 00. 47I

o 0.-.

I48 328
~ 400

300-
x4 47!

200. 50l
100

I4S
400 x2
300.
200 765

":.J.-~~
~356(9'Nb) 8I9(9~gb)100. 7II

0

IOO 200 500
Channel Number

400
4

500

I"IG. 2. y-y coincidence spectra for selected 2Nb y rays. See Table I for a complete listing of the coincidence re-
so,its.
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Since angular distribution information for the 471-
keV y ray cannot be attributed entirely to "Nb, a
tentative spin assignment of Z=(12, 13) is made on
the basis of its weak non-yrast character.

All of the y rays which have been previously re-
ported for the low lying multiplets with J'=2'-7'
and 2 -3 were observed in the y ray singles spec-
trum. Most of these are observed in the planar Qe
spectrum shown in Fig. 3. Some of these y rays
appear as doublets with known transitions in other
residual nuclei of the Sr+'Li reaction: 90 keV
("Zr), 122 keV ("Nb), 194 keV ("Nb), and 357 keV
("Nb). None of the "Nb y rays which originate

from non-yrast levels are in strong coincidence
with the high-spin cascades discussed above. The
y rays with energies of 919, 1030, and 1082 keV in
coincidence with the 163-keV 3 -2 transition sug-
gest levels in "Nb at about 1309, 1420, and 1472
keV with spins of 3, 4, or 5 . However, due to
the complexity of the y spectra these levels cannot
be entirely justified unless additional information
from their y decay or observation in particle re-
actions can be obtained. The transitions from the
1309- and 1420-keV levels to the 389-keV level
were also recently observed in (p, ny) and (a, ny). '

Several weak y rays are in coincidence with the

60 000- Sr+ ~Li Planar Ge T S pectra
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FIG. 3. Prompt and delayed planar Ge spectra from the Sr+ ~ji reactions.
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eeSr (r Li,Sn}seNb

Il5.8 kev
T'= 2@I+5nsec
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FIG. 4. Time spectrum for the 92Nb 115.8-ke7 y ray
observed with the planar Ge detector. The delayed
spectrum of the Compton background for a region near
the photopeak has been subtracted. The solid line is
the fitted exponential decay.

501-keV 6'- g.s. 7' transition. The 1586-keV y ray
represents the 2087-keV 9 -501-keV 6' transition.
The 142- and 1444-keV y rays represent another
weak cascade of the 9 level to the 6' level via an
intermediate level at 1945 keV. The tentative spin
and parity assignment for this state is 7 . The
branching ratios for the 2087-keV 9 level shown in
Fig. 1 were obtained from the relative intensities
of the delayed components of the 1444-, 1586-, and
2087-keV y rays. The delayed components origi-
nate from the feeding of the 9 level by the 11 iso-

meric level which will be discussed in the next
section.

B. 11 isomeric level

The 116- and 2087-keV y rays appear strongly in
the pulsed-beam-y delayed spectra with the same
lifetime slope; the averaged mean lifetime extract-
ed is v'=241 + 5 nsec. The decay curve for the 116-
keV y ray obtained with the planar Qe detector is
shown in Fig. 4. The 2087-keV y ray had an addi-
tional prompt component whereas the 116-keV y
ray did not have a prompt component. , which estab-
lishes the isomeric level at 2203 keV. The angular
distribution of the 116-keV y ray determines this
as a stretched E2 transition which gives an assign-
ment of J'=11 for the 2203-keV level. Using the
theoretical value of a =0.690 for the internal con-
version coefficient, ' s B(E2)=98 +2 e'fm' is ob-
tained for the 11 -9 transition.

The g factor of the 11 level was measured with
the time-differential perturbed-angular distribu-
tion technique. The planar Qe detector was placed
at 45' relative to the beam and an external field of
11.20 kQ was applied. The perturbed decay curve
was fitted to the functional form

N(t) =Ne '~'[1+ 5 e '~'& cos(2(o~ t)],
where v=241+5 nsec is the lifetime of the iso-
meric level, 7„ is the relaxation time due to fluc-
tuating hyperfine fields, and (d~ is the Larmor pre-
cession frequency. The data together with the fit
are shown after dividing by the factor Ne ' ' in
Fig. 5. The results of the fit were co~ =0.0472
+0.0014 nsec ' and 7'„=360+100 nsec. The result-
ing uncorrected g factor for the 2203-keV level is
0.88 + 0.03. 'The combined diagmagnetic and-
Knight-shift correction is est;imated to be negligi-
Me [-(0~ i}%].

I.2-

Sr ( Li, 5n) 2Nb ii5.8 keV

au=0. 047 nsec
H=ll. 2 kG

to

l20 l40

IO Channels ~ 43 nsec
I I

I60 ISO

Channel Number

I

200

Flo. 5. Perturbed time spectra for the 2Nb 115.8-keV p ray with the target in an external magnetic field, after
dividing bythe exponential decay Ne ~, where v=241 nsec. The solid line is the fit to the function [1+be f ~& cos(2uzg)],
where 7& is the relaxation time and ur is the Larmor precision frequency.
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IV. DISCUSSION

Most of the levels in "Nb below about 4 MeV
should be accounted for by three protons distribu-
ted in the 1g,/, and 2P, /, orbitals and one neutron
in the 2d, /» 3s,/„2d, /» 1Ag]/2 or 1g7/2 orbit
outside a "Sr closed core. In particular, the high-
spin states arise from the multiplets found from
coupling the three-proton yrast levels in "Nb (Ref.
1} to the neutron in the 2d, &, or 1h„&, orbital. The
stretched configurations for "Nb x 2d, /, give rise
to level spacings in "Nb which are remarkably
similar to the spacings in "Nb. The following lev-
els from the nuclear pair ["Nb-" Nb] can thus be
associated: [0 keV &'-0 keV 7'], [1791 keVa2-
1945 keV (7 )], [1985 keV ~~a -2087 keV 9 ], [2035
keV ~2 -2203 keV 11 ], [2291 keV ~ma'-2287 keV 9'],
[3310keV ~'-2998 keV 11'], and [3467 keV a2'- -3326
keV 13']. This weak coupling appearance was also
found in the comparison of even-even N = 50 nuclei
to even-odd N= 51 nuclei (see Fig. 10 in Ref. 1).
Finally, the 2235-keV 10' ' level can be associated
with the stretched ["Nb(g.s.) x 1h» &,]J=J,„con-
figuration or the ["Nb(~mr ) x 2d «, ]J =J —1 con-
figuration which have unperturbed energies of 2170
and 2035 keV, respectively.

Recent shell-model calculations for "Nb have
been carried out by Gloeckner. '' For this calcu-
lation, the proton-proton interaction matrix ele-
ments within the gg/2 Py/2 model space were taken
from the seniority conserving interaction needed to
fit the energy levels of N=50 nuclei. " The proton-
neutron matrix elements involving neutrons in the

d, /, -s,/, model space were determined by a fit to
levels of %=51 nuclei (see column 3 of Table 2 in

Ref. 9). The resulting theoretical "Nb energy lev-
els" are compared with experiment in Fig. 6. The
weak coupling appearance discussed above is also
seen in the theoretical energy levels; despite this,
the wave functions have la, rge amplitudes of other
compone nts repres en ting nons tretched configura-
tions, which have a large effect on some of the
electromagnetic properties as will be discussed
below. The calculated energies of the 9, 10, and
11 levels are not in very good agreement with ex-
periment which may be due to the fact that the
1A 11/, neutron orbital was not inc luded in the cal-
culation.

The electromagnetic properties give a further
test of the nuclear wave functions. 'The measured
g factor of the 2203-keV 11 level can be compared
with that expected for the stretched "Nb(~2 )
x 2d, /, configuration which is the only configuration
possible within Gloeckner's model space. The ad-
ditivity property for the effective magnetic moment
operator implies that,

t ["Nb(» }]= ~["Nb(~2)]+ u[2d. &.].

l2 {l2, I3)

3.0—

I3+

IO+
I I+

I3+

i II+

2.5—
9+

+8+ g+

IO

2.0—

I.5—

9

4+
5+

4+ 3~ 0=
7+ 5+ (I-, 2-)—'*
3+ (I-)
4+ 4'5+ 4~ IPI(4)

5+ 6+ 2 54.

)+ —4 3.4

II
2- 6
6
I

3
4

I.O— 2-, I+

4 3
0

0.5— 4+
6+ 4+

5+5+

3+
2+

y+0—
Energy Theory
(MeV) + parity

7+

Exp.

92Nb

Theory
—parity

FIG. 6. Comparison of the experimental and theore-
tical energy levels for 92Nb. The experimental infor-
mation is from the present work and other y-ray
studies in Refs. 4-6. [The tentative levels from the
present work at 1309, 1420, and 1472 keV and informa-
tion from the very recent work of Davidson et al. , Ref.
6 are not included. ] The theoretical energy levels were
calculated by Gloeckner (Refs. 9 and 10) and are dis-
cussed in Sec. IV of the text.

Using the "Zr ground state moment for the 2d, /,
neutron orbital, " p["Zr(2')]= -1.303p„, and a re-
cently measured value for the "Nb moment, "
p["Nb(~2 }]=(10.84+0.14)p„, the additivity rela-
tion gives p[~ Nb(11 )]= (9.54 + 0.14)p„or g= 0.867
~0.013 in agreement with the '2Nb experimental
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value g,„,= 0.88 *0.03. This comparison supports
the "Nb(~2 ) x d, &, configuration for the 11 iso-
meric state.

The B(E2) value for the ~ Nb 11 —9 transition
and its comparison with B(E2) values for other N
= 51 nuclei have been discussed in Ref. 1. Here we
remark on the weak coupling nature of the E2 ma-
trix element. Assuming that the 11 and 9 states
have the pure configurations "Nb(~ }x d, &, and
"Nb(~~2 ) x d, &„respectively, the B(E2}values
for the Nb 11 -9 and 9'Nb ~ ——', transitions
should be equal. However, experimentally the
B(E2}[~Nb 11 -9 ]=98+3 e'fm' and the
B(E2)[ 'Nb —"—~ ]=32.0+1.9 e'fm .' This dif-

ference can be partly accounted for by the fact that
the shell-model wave function for the "Nb 9 state
has a large ["Nb( —", ) x d, &,]J=J —2 component
which contributes coherently to the E2 matrix ele-
ments; Gloeckner obtains (B(E2),„}'~' = 3.61e~
+ 3.03e„compared with the pure configuration val-
ue of (B(E2),„)'~'=4.06e,. Using Gloeckner's ma-
trix element and an experimental proton effective
charge of e~ =1.39 from the "Nb ~2 -—', transition,
the ~ Nb 11 -9 B(E2) value requires a neutron
effective charge of e„=1.61 +0.06 which is still
large compared with the average for other %=51
nuclei' of e„=1.0. This difference is not under-
stood at present.
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